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Chapterr  3 

XMLL  Data Models and Physical 
Storage e 

Inn this chapter1, we go through some of the formal aspects of XML documents; in 
particular,, we look at how XML documents can be stored in database systems and 
whatt impact storage has on the way the documents are accessed. We first motivate that 
differentt views of XML documents help to make processing transparent depending on 
thee application scenario. For example, if a programmer accesses documents primarily 
throughh a parse-tree representation then a tree-based model like the DOM mentioned in 
previouss chapters probably fits his needs best. We then discuss a particular data model, 
Monett XML, in detail and compare it to other approaches. 

3.11 Introductio n 
XMLL has penetrated virtually all areas of Internet-related application programming and 
becomee the most widely used data exchange framework in a plethora of application ar-
eas.. It assumes the role of the de facto standard data exchange format in Web database 
environments.. This means that XML documents have to be accessed in a variety of 
contextss each with its own requirements and idiosyncrasies. On the database side, 
modellingg issues arise from the discrepancy between semi-structured data on the one 
handd side and fully structured database schemas on the other side. Database researchers 
havee provided valuable insights to bring these two areas together. The solutions pro-
posedd include not only XML domain specific developments but also techniques that 
buildd on object-oriented and relational database technology. 

Too make XML the language of all Web databases, performance issues are a crucial 
pointt when mission critical solutions are to be deployed for e-business applications. 
Thiss means that database support for XML processing can only find the widespread 
usee that researchers and businesses anticipate if, on the one hand, storage and retrieval 
off  documents and their contents satisfy the demands of impatient surfers as well as, 
onn the other hand, live up to data interchange challenges and query intensive process-
ing.. It is therefore necessary to cross the border between established standards on die 
declarativee and conceptual level like the DOM [W3C98b] and efficientt query execution 
strategies,, which may require data structures on the physical level that deviate greatly 

'Part ss of this chapter  were published in [SKWWOOa, SKWWOOb] 
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fromm those on the declarative level. Starting from the syntax tree representation of a 
document,, this chapter presents data models that are based on various interpretations 
off  the document tree. For a particular model, Monet XML, we discuss a number of 
technicall  issues in detail, while we only have the space for an overview and categori-
sationn of other approaches. All models we present have their inherent advantages and 
disadvantages.. If, for example, a particular model is geared towards efficient naviga-
tionn through the document tree, then certain types of associative queries may perform 
badlyy because they degenerate into random access patterns with high data volume, for 
whichh this particular architecture may not be optimal. In this example, the converse 
alsoo holds: associative mappings, which are aimed at efficient bulk retrieval, tend to 
bringg about rather high document reconstruction costs and thus make navigational ac-
cesss expensive. 

Performancee however is only one aspect of processing: implementation effort of-
tenn is as important. Many mappings of XML documents to relational databases are 
relativelyy easy to implement on top of existing systems. Additionally, extensible query 
languagess like SQL already exist in these systems and can be adopted for querying the 
databasee instances which the mappings create; this way it is not necessary to build a 
neww query processor from scratch. User Defined Functions (UDFs) can help to bridge 
thee gap between the relational model and XML. This way, query results can be con-
vertedd from tables to documents, thus integrating RDBMSs neatly into the XML world 
withoutt bringing about the costs of researching and designing an all-XML solution 
fromm top to bottom. 

Too sum up, when an XML solution is to be implemented, there are several aspects 
too be considered with regards to the data model: Overall performance, when critical, 
mayy call for special purpose solutions which require high engineering efforts as long 
ass there are no universally accepted standard application scenarios. The fact however, 
thatt XML technology makes communication in and between software systems more 
robustt may make up for the additional costs it causes in one particular component. 
Implementationn effort can vary greatly depending on whether a system is built from 
scratchh or whether an already existing storage engine is extended. Additional aspects 
concerningg the cost of XML systems will be covered in Chapter 5 which presents the 
XMarkk benchmark for XML processing systems. 

3.22 Views of XML Documents 

Inn this section we present the most common views of XML documents. They usu-
allyy bring about a particular implementation strategy with regards to storage and query 
processing.. In the sequel, we discuss the following three types of models: associa-
tivetive models, also known as relational models, define the document structure by the 
propertiess of each component and possibly group the components physically by their 
properties;; in object-based models the basic entities are the nodes in the parse-tree 
representationn of documents, whereas native models emphasise the textual nature of 
XML .. However, we start our overview with the most basic kind of model, which does 
nott rely on database technology. 

3.2.11 File System-Like Models 

Thee simplest type of model is file system-like storage, i.e., the main entity is a complete 
document;; internal structure does not play a role. These models may either be imple-
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Figuree 3.1: Associative models 

meritedd on top of real file systems, such as one the filesystems available on UNIX, 
orr inside databases where documents are stored as Binary Large Objects (BLOBs). 
However,, query languages in these models usually do not have access to the internal 
structuree of a document without first constructing a parse tree; this results in two oper-
ations,, store and recall, which can be supported very efficiently - at the cost however 
thatt other operations which require access to the internal structure of documents may 
becomee prohibitively expensive. For example, consider a database that consists of doc-
umentss like those of Figure 2.2; then, selecting documents by keywords that occur 
enclosedd in <author> tags not only requires a scan over the whole database but also 
thee construction of the parse trees of possibly every single document. 

3.2.22 Associative Models 

Thee basic idea of these models is to associate a set of properties with every node in the 
syntaxx tree. The individual properties vary from model to model; however, the set of 
possiblee properties is usually limited. This makes it feasible to cluster properties of the 
samee kind and thus optimise access to syntax nodes by their properties. For example, 
aa typical associative query is 'return the OIDs of all nodes that carry <author> tags.' 

Theree are sensible associations other than a node's tag name. As indicated in Fig-
uree 3.1 the tree structure of documents induces certain properties like parent of or child 
of,of, which will play an important role later when we discuss Monet XML in detail: ev-
eryery node has an ancestor, even the root element has an ancestor in the sense that it 
belongss to a document. Another important property is the node's rank, i.e., a number 
representingg the node's absolute position in a document or the position relative to its 
siblings.. But we can also define document-dependent properties, e.g., whether a nodes 
carriess a document-provided ID or to what namespace the node belongs. In general, 
iff  a document is accompanied by a DTD, required attributes and children make up for 
thee structured part of the document. However, the detailed lay-out of the properties 
dependss on the actual mapping scheme used for a database instance; in many cases it 
iss influenced by the characteristics of the underlying storage engine and the application 
scenario. . 

3.2.33 Object-Based Models 

Object-basedObject-based models offer a particularly intuitive view on XML documents, especially 
iff  the primary access method is navigational access along the parse tree structure. A 
typicall  interface was presented in Figure 2.7 in the previous section. The many parse 
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Figuree 3.2: A native mapping schematically 

treess the reader finds in this thesis are all representative for the object-oriented view on 
XMLL documents. 

Theree are many flavours of object-oriented models in both the document processing 
andd database community. While the aforementioned DOM specification [W3C98a] 
iss an example of an interface for generic markup languages, [FE01] present a way 
too access XML data in ODMG and OQL scenarios [Obj02]. [RenOl] makes use of 
schemaa information and proposes a way to generate a set of Java class definitions which 
aree then used to access a syntax tree; thus, they open up document semantics to the 
userr of the Java programming language. Object-based models have a rich heritage 
especiallyy in office document processing. For example, [BRT88] present a data model 
andd algebra to bring as much flexibility as possible to office automation systems, a 
commonn theme in document processing (see [BRG88, BR85] and [AH86] for a more 
theoreticall  presentation). 

3.2.44 Native Models 

Withh native mappings we describe physical data models that do not fit  well into the 
existingg methodologies for describing data deployed in database management systems. 
Veryy often, this is because these mappings value the textual aspects of XML more than 
thee structural parts. 

Mostt native models draw a great deal of ideas from object-oriented and relational 
technology.. Unfortunately, complete descriptions of the inner workings of most na-
tivee repositories are not made publicly available and are considered trade secrets; the 
researchh community can only make educated guesses from the performance character-
isticss and physical requirements of the systems. We therefore think that it is sensible to 
choosee a representative example for which a detailed description is available and give 
aa brief overview. In the following, we give a brief outline of the storage engine of the 
NATIXX system; an overview of the complete system architecture is given in [KMOOa], 
andd a more detailed presentation is available in [KM99]. 

Whilee the higher-level query languages of NATIX conform to the standards pre-
sentedd in the previous chapters, the storage engine features novel ideas which cannot 
bee subsumed by the concepts that we already introduced. The physical storage is page-
oriented.. Documents are distributed over pages according to their size and additional 
user-- or application-provided fragmentation criteria. Each page contains one or more 
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(partial)) document trees. If a document is to be loaded into the database and does not 
fitfit  onto a single page, it is split at an edge in the parse tree, turning it into two linked 
sub-documents.. If the database administrator knows the query profile in advance, he 
cann specify additional fragmentation criteria before the bulkload, so that less run-time 
fragmentationn is necessary man would normally occur if the current data lay-out does 
nott match the query profile: If a query binds variables to parts of the documents whose 
structuree is not accessible then the relevant sub-documents are parsed and fragmented 
att query execution time. Furthermore, the flexible fragmentation criteria allow for 
domain-specificc fine-grained locking and concurrency control mechanisms. The adap-
tivee and hybrid fragmentation strategy, which in principle works without human inter-
ventionn or preparation, is what made its authors call NATIX a 'native' system. 

3.33 Monet XML 
Wee now discuss a storage mapping that does a complete fragmentation and clustering 
off  the input document. It is named 'Monet XML' after our home-grown database en-
ginee and primary experimentation platform Monet. The main idea behind the mapping 
iss to break up the parse tree into binary associations; thus it qualifies as an associative 
model.. We will show that this way, associations that are frequently accessed in many 
queriess like parent-child relationships, attributes, or topological orders can be intu-
itivelyy described, space efficiently stored and effectively queried. In contrast to general 
graphh databases which were extended with XML functionality like Lore [AQM+97], 
wee exploit the basic tree structure of XML elements and incorporate information about 
thee association's position within the syntax tree relative to the root into our data model. 
Referencess such as IDREFs that escape the tree structure are taken care of by views 
onn the tree structure. Associations that provide semantically related information are 
storedd together and thus clustered in the binary relations of the database. Along with 
thee decomposition schema we also present a method to translate queries formulated 
onn paths of the syntax tree into expressions of an algebra for vertically fragmented 
schemas,, which is described in detail in [BK99], which is also the primary reference 
forr the Monet Database Kernel. 

Thee approach used in Monet XML is distinguished by two features. Firstly, the 
decompositionn method is independent of the presence of DTDs, but rather explores the 
structuree of the document at parse time. Additionally, schema information is gathered 
automaticallyy and made available after the decomposition is stored in a database. Sec-
ondly,, Monet XML tries to minimise the volume of data irrelevant to a query that has 
too be processed during querying. Storing associations according to their context in the 
syntaxx tree provides tables that contain semantically closely related information. As 
aa result, data relevant to a given query can be accessed directly as a separate table, 
avoidingg large and expensive scans over irrelevant data and thus lowering the costs of 
associativee queries with path expressions. Especially the need for hierarchical projec-
tionss and semijoins vanishes completely. 

Thee high degree of fragmentation introduced by the mapping might fuel reserva-
tionss since it is likely to incur increased efforts to reconstruct the original document, or 
partss of it. This is true to the degree that the Monet XML mapping favours associative 
queriess with few predicates and littl e output volume. During the implementation and 
evaluationn of the mapping, various techniques have been explored to accelerate queries 
involvingg reconstruction of (large) parts of the original document, which indeed were 
disappointingg in performance at first. This was successful in the sense that we were able 
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too improve greatly on the original, naive algorithms we prototyped [SKWWOOa]. Nev-
ertheless,, as discussed in Chapter 5, the reconstruction performance of Monet XML is 
inherentlyy inferior to that of mapping schemes designed with competitive reconstruc-
tionn behaviour in mind. In general however, as the little quantitative assessment that 
concludess this section shows, the number of additional joins to recover relationships 
alongg which the document was fragmented is fully made up for as they usually involve 
onlyy littl e data volume, which indeed was the original design goal. 

3.44 Data Model and Algebra 

Thee most common view on raw XML documents, i.e., we don't have domain knowl-
edgee about the content, is that through syntax trees. With string and int denoting sets 
off  character strings and integers and oid being the set of unique object identifiers, we 
cann define an XML document formally: 

Definitionn 3. An XML document d = (V, E,r, label'E, labelA, rank) is a rooted tree 
withh nodes V and edges E Q V xV and a distinguished node r e V, the root node. 
Thee function labelE : V -> string assigns labels to nodes, i.e., elements; labelA : 
VV -» string -» string assigns pairs of strings, attributes and their values, to nodes. 
Characterr Data (CDATA) are modelled as a special 'string' attribute of cdata nodes, 
rankrank : V -> int establishes a ranking between sibling nodes. For elements without any 
attributess labels maps to the empty set. 

Inn comparison to Definition 1 this definition is geared towards physical data mod-
elss and query execution by, for example, making rank information explicit in the model 
itself.. Figure 2.1 showed an XML document which describes a fragment of a bibliog-
raphy;; the corresponding syntax tree for the first two entries is displayed in Figure 3.4. 
Thee representation is largely self-explanatory, the t>, denote object identifiers (OIDs) 
whosee assignment is arbitrary, e.g., depth-first traversal order as in the figure. We ap-
plyy the common simplification not to differentiate between PCDATA and CDATA, nor 
doo we take rich datatypes into account. In contrast to many object-based models, we 
assignn OIDs only to nodes representing XML elements and not to those representing 
XMLL attributes. 

Theree are other data models such as [ABS99] where XML syntax trees are laid out 
differently:: whereas our data model is a node-centric model, i.e., labelE and labelA are 
functionss with domain V, [ABS99] chose to centre their definitions around the edge 
setset E. We deviated from this view for a number of reasons. Firstly, using V as the 
primaryy point of reference enables smoother transitions between the object-based and 
associativee view of documents; this, secondly, again results in cleaner code when the 
conceptss are implemented and different views have to be supported. Lastly, it makes 
itt more natural to define additional functions with semantics like 'this node carries 
ann attribute of type x\ which are important in both associative and object-based data 
mappings. . 

3.4.11 Preliminaries 

Beforee we discuss techniques how to store a syntax graph as a database instance, we 
introducee the concepts of associations and path summaries. They identify spots of 
interestt and constitute the basis for the Monet XML Model. In the sequel, a centred 
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Figuree 3.3: Syntax tree of example document 

dott ) serves as a placeholder for an element of a union or sum type that can be derived 
fromm the context. 

Definitionn 4. A pair A(o, ) e oid x (oid U int U string) is called an association. A is 
alsoo called the type of the association and can be thought of as a label attached to (o, . 

Thee different data types used for associations describe different parts of the tree: 
associationss of type oid x oid represent edges, i.e., parent-child relationships. Attribute 
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valuess (including character data, which are represented by vertices witfi label 'string', 
thatt start from 'cdata' labelled nodes - this is possible since cdata nodes by definition 
can'tt carry other attributes) are modelled by associations of type oid x string, while 
associationss of type oid x int are used to preserve the topology of a document in the 
database,, i.e., the rank information. 

Definitionn 5. A path in the syntax tree is a sequence of vertex or edge labels starting 
att the root. For a node o in the syntax tree, we use path(o) to denote the path to o. 

Ass an example, consider the node with OID 03 in Figure 3.4; its path is bibli-
ography/article/author.ography/article/author. The corresponding character data string "Ben Bit" has path 
bibliography/article/author/cdatalstringj,bibliography/article/author/cdatalstringj, where 'a/b' denotes that a is the parent of 
bb and a[c] denotes that c is an attribute of a. Note that there is one special attribute, 
thee rank, i.e., the relative or absolute position of a syntax node in the textual repre-
sentationn of the document; we write p[rank] to denote the path describing the rank, 
whichh is a numerical value. Ranks were left out in Figure 3.4 to keep the presentation 
smoothh and since they are implicit between sibling nodes; for example, node on has 
rankk bibliography/article/author[rank] = 3 assuming that the first sibling o8 carries the 
rankk 1. 

Soo paths describe the schematic position of the element in the graph relative to the 
roott node; we also call path(o) the type of the association , o). The set of all paths 
inn a document is called the document's path summary. Note uiat there is a mapping 
fromm the set of OIDs to the path summary that determines the type of each association. 
Thereforee we can write <-,o> as an abbreviation for A(-,o) since A = path(o), i.e., A 
iss implied. Later we need some tools to manipulate paths: if p is a path and e is 
ann element name then pje denotes the concatenation of p and e; likewise, if a is an 
attributee name then p[a] is the concatenation of p and a. We can also define functions 
thatt usually operate on lists for paths: if p = /, / . .. //„_, /ƒ„  is a path, then last(p) = ln 

andd second-last(p) = /„_,, no matter whether /„  is an attribute or an element. Note 
thatt only the last member of a path last(p) can be an attribute; all other members are 
elementss since XML attributes are strings without structure or sub-elements. 

Definitionn 6. A regular path expression is a path expression extended with thee symbol 
' / / '' which denotes not only a parent-child relationship (like 7') but the more general 
ancestorancestor relationship. 

Forr example, in Figure 3.4 the regular path expression bibliography/fcdata denotes 
thee set of all cdata nodes, which is {o4, o6,09, o\\, 013, o^}. 

3.4.22 The Monet XML Model 

Ass we pointed out in the beginning, the question central to querying XML documents 
iss how to store the syntax tree as a database instance that provides efficient retrieval 
capabilities.. Given Definition 3 the tree could be stored using a single database table 
forr the parent-child relations (similar to the work [vZAW99]), another one for the ele-
ments'' labels and so on. Though space efficient, such a decomposition makes querying 
expensivee by enforcing scans over large amounts of data irrelevant to a path expres-
sionn being evaluated, since structurally unrelated data are possibly stored in the same 
tables.. Even if the query consists of a few joins only, large data volumes may have to 
bee processed; [FK99] present an extended discussion of storage schemes of this kind. 
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Figuree 3.4: Monet transform M, of the example document 

Wee pursue a rather different approach using the structures defined above, i.e., stor-
ingg all associations of the same type in the same binary relation. A relation that con-
tainss the tuple , o) is named path(o), and, conversely, the information that a tuple 
containss is stored in exactly one relation so that no information is duplicated. This idea 
resultss in the following definition: 

Definitionn 7. Given an XML document d> the Monet transform is a quadruple Mt(d) = 
(r,E,A,T)where e 

EE is the set of binary relations that contain all associations between nodes; 

AA is the set of binary relations that contain all associations between nodes and their 
attributee values, including character data; 
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TT  is the set of binary relations that contain all pairs of nodes and their rank; 

rr remains the root of the document. 

Encodingg the path to a component into the name of the relation achieves a signifi-
cantlyy higher degree of semantic fragmentation for non-trivially structured documents 
thann would be implied by a strategy that follows the fragmentation criteria of plain 
dataa guides as implemented in the Lore system and proposed by [GW97]. In other 
words,, we use path to group semantically related associations into the same relation. 
Ass a direct consequence of the decomposition schema, we do not need to introduce 
novell  features on the storage level to cope with irregularities induced by the semi-
structuredd nature of XML, which are typically taken care of by NULLs or overflow 
tabless [DFS99]. Moreover, it should be noted, that the complete decomposition can 
bee implemented so that it is linear in the size of the document with respect to time 
complexityy of the algorithm. Concerning memory requirements, it is in 0(h), h being 
thee maximum depth of the syntax tree, in addition to the space the binary relations in 
thee database storage engine occupy, i.e., it is not necessary to materialise the complete 
syntaxx tree. Table 3.4 shows the Monet transform of the example document. A more 
detailedd implementation-centric discussion of the mapping is presented in the follow-
ingg chapter. The following proposition shows that the Monet mapping does not drop 
informationn that is present in the source document. 

Propositionn 8. The above mapping is lossless, i.e., for an XML document d there 
existss an inverse mapping M~l such that d and M~l(Mt(d)) are isomorphic. 

Wee present a straightforward proof of this proposition by giving the definitions of 
M~M~ll and Mt. 
Constructivee Proof of Proposition 8. Definition 7 introduces the Monet transform 
MMtt(d)(d) = (r,E,A,T) of a document d. For a document d the sets E,A and T are 
computedd as follows: 

forfor elements: 

E== (J path(Oi)ls(oi,Oj), 

forfor attributes (including text): 

A == (J path(Oi)[s\]{Oi,s2), 
{o„S\,s{o„S\,s22)€label)€labelA A 

forfor ranking integers: 

TT = M path(oi)[rank](oj, /)), 
(oj,ï)€rank (oj,ï)€rank 

wheree E and labels are combined into one set 

XEXE = {(o\,02,labelE(p2)\(p\,O2) e E), 

labellabelAA is interpreted as a set c oid x string x string as well as rank c oid x int. 
Too see that this mapping is lossless we give the inverse mapping. Given an in-

stancee of the Monet XML model Mt(d) we can reconstruct the original rooted tree 
dd = (V, E, r7, labelE, labelA, rank) in the following way (R denotes the set of all rela-
tionss in a database instance): 
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1.. V = {oi\(3R € R)(3oj e oid): R(oi,Oj)}, 

2.. E = {(Oi,Oj)\(3R € R) : R{oiyOj)), 

3.. r1 = r, 

4.. labelE = {(o„  s)\(3R € R)(3o;- € oid)(3s e string) : R{oito}) A 
second-last{R)second-last{R) = 5}, 

5.. /ÖMA = {(Oi, 5i, s2)\(3A € A) : Afa, s2)
A last(A) =  si)> 

6.. rank = {(0, 01(37 € T): T(o, i)}. 

Thiss concludes the proof. 

3.433 Object-Based Perspective 
Inn addition to the relational perspective we adhered to so far, the Monet transform 
alsoo enables an object-based perspective, where an object is seen as a node in the syn-
taxx tree, which is often more intuitive to the user and is adopted by standards like 
thee DOM [W3C98b]. Particularly in high-level query languages, approaches that bear 
strongg similarities with object-based techniques have emerged. Given the Monet trans-
form,, we havee the necessary tools at hand to logically reconcile die relational perspec-
tivee with the object-based view. 

Itt is natural to re-assemble an object witii OID o from those associations whose 
firstfirst component is o: e.g., the node with OID o2 is easily converted into object{o2) = 
{key(o2,"BB8&"),author(o{key(o2,"BB8&"),author(o22,o$),title(o2,o,o$),title(o2,o55)},)}, an instance of a suitably defined class 
articlearticle with members key, author and title. However, XML is regarded as an incar-
nationn of the semi-structured paradigm. One consequence of this is that we cannot 
expectt all instances of one type to share the same structure. In die example, the second 
publicationn has an editor element whereas the first does not. We therefore distinguish 
betweenn two kinds of associations: (strong) associations and weak associations. Strong 
associationss constitute the structured part of XML - they are present in every instance 
off  a type; weak associations account for the semi-structured part: they may or may not 
appearr in a given instance. Objects o2 and 07 reflect this: 07 has an editor member 
whereass o2 has not. So editor is a weak association of article objects. We can now 
definee the following: 

Definitionn 9. An object corresponding to a node o in the syntax tree is a set of strong 
andd weak associations {A\(o, o\),A2(o, o2),...}. 

Inn the presence of a DTD, strong and weak associations can be defined slightly 
differentlyy by looking at the right-hand side of an element declaration: Kleene stars, 
Kleenee pluses, question marks and alternatives can be seen as indicators that the re-
spectivee element is a weak association. We again note that although it is possible to 
navigatee through a document in an object-based manner, Monet XML does not support 
thiss well. For example, if we want to reconstruct an object o of type path(o) we have 
too check all strong and weak associations of o for the presence of an attribute of o, 
thus,, being required to do much more work man necessary in an object-based system 
whichh provides a data type association list for attribute storage; of course, it is difficult 
too optimise such a data type for associative retrieval. The next question we address 
directlyy arises from the modelling of objects: How can we re-formulate queries from 
ann object-based setting to queries in relational Monet XML? 
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3.4.44 Execution Model and Algebra 

Thee unified view provided by the Monet XML model extends directly to querying. For 
thee relational layer, a multitude of operators implementing the relational algebra, in-
cludingg specialities intrinsic to vertical fragmented schemas, have been proposed in the 
literature.. Hence, we omit a discussion of technical issues concerning bare, relational 
queryy processing in the context of vertical fragmentation and refer the interested reader 
too [BK99] for a comprehensive overview. 

Moree interesting is the actual translation of an OQL-like query to match the facil-
itiess of the underlying query execution engine. We only outline the translation by an 
examplee query. The process bears strong resemblance to mapping techniques devel-
opedd to implement object-based query interfaces on relational databases; thus, we can 
resortt to the wealth of techniques developed in that field. See [BCOO] for a comparative 
analysiss of different query languages for XML. 

Considerr the following query which selects those of Ben Bit's publications whose 
titless contain the word 'Hack'; the semantics of the statements are similar to [BT99]: 

selectt  p 
fromm bibliography/article p, 

p/author/cdata[string]p/author/cdata[string] a, 
p/title/cdata[string]p/title/cdata[string] t 

wheree a = "Ben Bit" 
andd t like "Hack"; 

Thee query consists of two blocks, a specification of the variables involved, which 
translatess to computing the proper binary relations, and constraints that filter the tuples 
off  interest. For resolving path expressions, we need to distinguish two types of vari-
abless in the from clause: variables that specify sets, p in the example represents a set 
off  OIDs, and variables, which specify associations (here of type oid x string), a and t. 

Wee collapse each path expression that is not available in the database by joining the 
binaryy relations along the path specification. This establishes an association between 
thee first and last element of the path. Finally, we take the intersection of the elements 
specified.. Matching the variables against the running example, the from clause speci-
fiess the following elements: 

PP = {02,07}, 

assoc(pfa)assoc(pfa) = {(o2,"Ben Bit"), (07, "Bob Byte"), 

(o7)) "Ken Key")}, 
assoc(pft)assoc(pft) = {(o2, "How To Hack"), 

(07,, "Hacking & RSI")} 

Queriess containing regular path expressions, i.e., paths with wildcards, directly 
benefitt from the availability of the path summary. Standard methods for the evaluation 
off  regular expressions can be applied to the path summary and enable the immediate 
determinationn of the candidate relations. We will cover the evaluation of regular path 
expressionss in thee following chapter in greater detail. 

Thee evaluation of the where clause is not of particular interest in this context. 
Thoughh processing of binary tables differs from the conventional relational model in 
severall  aspects, but these differences have no direct impact on our method; we again 
referr to [BK99] for details. 
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<!ELEMENTT bibliography (ar t ic le* ]» 
<!ELEMENTT a r t i c le (ed i tor?, author*, t i t l e )> 
<!ATTLISTT a r t i c le key (DATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENTT edi tor (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENTT author (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENTT t i t l e (#PCDATA)> 

Figuree 3.5: DTD for example document 

3.4.55 Optimisation with DTDs 
Ass XML documents are not required to conform to DTDs we generally do not as-
sumee that they do. However, in this section we show that our data model is flexible 
enoughh to take advantage of additional domain-knowledge in the form of DTDs or 
XMLL Schema specifications. Again, the first-class paths in Monet XML are the focal 
featuree necessary for a seamless integration. We present an approach that is similar in 
spiritt to [STH+99]. 

Forr motivation, consider again the example document in Figure 2.1 and 3.4, and 
alsoo suppose we are given the DTD in Figure 3.5. The DTD inter alia says that each 
publicationn may only have a singlee tide element. Given this rule, we can collapse each 
pathh from the publication nodes to the character data of title elements without losing 
information;; thus, 

{{  bibliography I article I title{{o2,05), (07,014)}, 

bibliographybibliography I article I title I cdata{(os, 05), (014, 015)}, 

bibliographyI'article/'title/'cdata[string]{(obibliographyI'article/'title/'cdata[string]{(o66,, "How to Hack"), 

<oi5,, "Hacking & RSI"» } 

mayy be reduced to 

{{  bibliography f article I title{{oi, 05), {07,014)}, 

bibliography/article/title[string](o5,bibliography/article/title[string](o5, "How to Hack"), 

<o14,, "Hacking & RSI")}} . 

Thatt is, we take advantage of DTDs by identifying and subsequently collapsing 
11 : 1 relationships to reduce storage requirements and the number of joins in query 
processing.. The result of hierarchically joining the associations takes the place of the 
originall  data. Some of tiiese 1 : 1 relationships can be inferred from a DTD, others 
requiree domain-specific knowledge: our common sense knowledge of bibliographies 
tellss us that in bibliographies the only elements whose order is important are author 
andd editor elements. Thus, we may, on the one hand, drop all rank relations that do not 
belongg to author or editor tags and furthermore reduce the before mentioned path to: 

{{  bibliography/article[title]{(o2, "How to Hack"), <o7, "Hacking & RSI") }. 

Thee detailed algorithm now looks as follows: We go through the path summary 
and,, for every path pi/... fpn/l/r,n > 0 with children, and the corresponding rule 
II  —> R, where r occurs in R, in the DTD we do the following: 
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Quer y y 

Ql l 
Q2 2 
Q3 3 
Q4 4 
Q5 5 
Q6 6 
Q7 7 
Q8 8 
Q9 9 
Q10 0 

XPat hh expressio n 

/PLA Y Y 
/PLAY/AC T T 
/PLAY/AC TT [inde x ( )  =2 ] 
/PLAY/AC TT [-3 ] 
/PLAY/ACT/TITL E E 
//SCENE/TITL E E 
/PLAY/ACT//TITL E E 
//ACT//TITL E E 
/PLAY/ACT/SCENE/SPEECHH [SPEAKER= 
//ACT/ //  [SPEECH/SPEAKER='  CURIO'  ] 

'CURIO' ] ] 

Tablee 3.1: Ql through Q10 in [SYU99] 

1.. If R contains alternatives, Kleene stars or Kleene pluses then no optimisation is 
possiblee because ranking information would (possibly) get lost. 

2.. Otherwise there is redundancy, and we can materialise the joins of pi/... /p„/l 
withh all the children of pi/... /pn/l/r,  mark pi/... /pn/l/r  as virtual and re-
movee from the database pi/... /pn/l/r  and its children. 

Notee that we apply this optimisation technique not to the DTDs themselves, al-
thoughh this would be possible too, to derive a storage schema but rather simplify the 
pathss present in the actual document instance. We do not derive a storage schema from 
thee DTDs. 

Comingg back to the issue of implementation effort we addressed in the previous 
chapter:: it should be assessed whether these kinds of optimisations justify the increased 
complexityy in the query processor. Depending on the input documents we observed 
gainss in query execution speeds between 2% and 25% for the queries listed in thee fol-
lowingg section and, naturally, decreases in the database sizes. However the complexity 
andd therefore maintainability of the path evaluation engine increased considerably. 

AA final remark on the effect of fragmentation with a 'real world' DTD. Figure A.l 
inn the Appendix shows the graph structure implied by the element relationships of 
thee DTD of the XMark benchmark document (see Chapter 5 and [SKF+00]). The 
effectt of straightening out the graph structure into a tree structure by making use of 
thee path summary of the database instance in displayed in Figure A.2 in the Appendix. 
Thee simplicity of the tree structure in the latter figure has a direct impact on query 
performance,, which is improved on by having simpler selection predicates and smaller 
dataa volumes, and the software complexity of the query processor, which is reduced 
considerably. . 

3.55 Quantitative Assessment 

Inn this section we, give performance impressions which show that our technique scales 
withh respect to size of the resulting database, as well as how they behave in query-
ingg and browsing a database. As application domains we chose readily available 
XMLL document collections: the ACM SIGMOD Anthology [Ley99], Webster's Dic-
tionaryy [DycOO], and Shakespeare's plays [BosOO]. 
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IA A 
2A A 
IB B 
2B B 

Ql l 
1.2 2 
150 0 

--
--

Q2 2 
5.6 6 
180 0 
4.4 4 
30 0 

Q3 3 
6.8 8 
160 0 
5.6 6 
10 0 

Q4 4 
8.0 0 
180 0 
6.8 8 
30 0 

Q5 5 
4.4 4 
190 0 
3.2 2 
40 0 

Q6 6 
4.9 9 
340 0 
3.7 7 
190 0 

Q7 7 
5.0 0 
350 0 
3.8 8 
200 0 

Q8 8 
5.0 0 
370 0 
3.8 8 
220 0 

Q9 9 
8.8 8 

1300 0 
7.6 6 

1150 0 

Q10 0 
12.7 7 
1040 0 
11.5 5 
890 0 

Tablee 3.2: Comparison of response times in ms for query set given in [SYU99] and 
replicatedd in Table 3.1. The first and the third line feature Monet XML's execution 
times;; the second and the fourth those reported in [SYU99] 

10104 4 
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o o 
Q . . 
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II 101 

1022 103 104 105 106 

Sizee of database in number of publications 

Figuree 3.6: Scaling of document 

Wee implemented Monet XML within the Monet database server, as described in 
[BK99].. The measurements were carried out on a Silicon Graphics 1400 Server with 1 
GBB main memory, running at 550 MHz. For comparisons with related work, we used 
aa Sun UltraSPARC-Hi with 360 MHz clock speed and 256 MB main memory running 
SunOSS 5.8. 

Databasee Size 

Thee resulting sizes of the decomposition scheme are a critical issue. Theoretically, 
thee size of the path summary can be linear in the size of the document as the worst 
casee - if the document is completely wn-structured. However, in practical applications, 
wee typically find large structured portions within each document so that the size of the 
pathh summary and therefore the number of relations remains small. Table 3.3 shows the 

Documents s 
ACMM Anthology 
Shakespeare e 
Webster r 

sizee in XML 
46.66 MB 
7.99 MB 

56.11 MB 

sizee in Monet XML 
44.22 MB 
8.22 MB 

95.66 MB 

#Tables s 
187 7 
95 5 

2587 7 

Loading g 
30.44 s 
4.55 s 

56.66 s 

Tablee 3.3: Sizes of document collections in XML and Monet XML format 

:: 4 assoc 
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22 assoc 
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80000 0 0 

70000 0 0 
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40000 0 0 

30000 0 0 

20000 0 0 

10000 0 0 

10000 150 0 

numberr  o f  relation s 

1000 150 
numberr of relations 

Shakespeare'ss plays 

Figuree 3.7: Cumulative distribution of the relation sizes of the Webster Dictionary and 
Shakespeare'ss Plays 
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databasee sizes for our examples in comparison with the size of the original XML code. 
Thee third column contains the number of tables, i.e., the size of the path summary. The 
lastt column shows the total time needed to parse, decompose and store the documents. 

Itt leaps out that the Monet XML version of the ACM Anthology is of smaller size 
thann the original document once the bulkload has been committed. This reduction is 
duee to the 'automatic' compression inherent in the Monet transform, where tag names 
aree stored only once as meta information, and the removal of redundantly occurring 
characterr data done automatically in the Monet kernel. For example there are only 
feww different publishers compared to the number of entries in general. In the decom-
position,, full entries of these fields can be replaced with references. We can expect 
similarr effects to occur with other decomposition schemas such as the ones cited in the 
introductionn to this chapter. 

Figuree 3.7 exhibits some characteristics of real-world XML documents: on display 
aree the cumulative distribution of decreasingly sorted relation sizes of the Monet trans-
form.. For orientation, 95% lines indicate where most of the data are clustered. It turns 
outt that only a small portion of the database tends to contain most of the information; 
thee distribution of the histogram of the relation sizes itself is double-exponential. 

Scaling g 

Inn order to inspect the scaling behaviour of our technique we varied the size of the 
underlyingg document. In doing so, we took care to maintain the ratio of different 
elementss and attributes of the original document We scaled the ACM Anthology from 
300 to 3 • 106 publications which corresponds to XML source sizes between 10 KB and 
1GB.. The database sizes and the insertion times scaled linear in the size of the XML 
document. . 

Querying g 

Too test for query performance under scaling we ran four queries consisting of path ex
pressionss of length one through four for various sizes of the Anthology. As Figure 3.6 
shows,, the response times for each query, given as a function of the size of the doc
ument,, is linear in the size of the database. Only for small sizes of the database, the 
responsee time is dominated by the overhead of the database system. Notice that both 
axess are logarithmic. 

Att the time we conducted these experiments, only a few of the performance anal
ysess published offered the possibility to reproduce and compare results, which made 
meaningfull comparison difficult at that time. The results we used to compare Monet 
XMLL against were reported in [SYU99] who implemented their algorithms as a front-
endd to Postgres. In [SYU99], the authors propose a set of ten queries using Shake
speare'ss plays [BosOO] as an application domain. We refer to their approach as SYU 
inn the following. In Table 3.2 we contrasted response times of Monet XML with SYU 
obtainedd from experiments on the above mentioned Sun Workstation. 

Thee figures display a substantial difference in response time showing that Monet 
XMLL outruns the competitor by up to two orders of magnitude (rows 1A,2A). The 
timess for SYU include a translation of XQL to SQL that is handled outside the database 
server.. To allow for this difference, we additionally computed the response times rel
ativee to query 1 for both systems separately, assuming that preprocessing costs have a 
constantt contribution. These figures exhibit actual query processing time only (rows 
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SELECTT e3.doID, e3.pos 
FROMM Element e l, Path pi, Text t2, 

Pathh p2, Element e3, Path p3 
WHEREE pl.pathexp LIKE 'Vbook' 
ANDD p2.pa thexp LIKE 'Vbook/summary/keyword' 
ANDD p3.pathexp LIKE 'Vbook/author/family' 
ANDD el.pathID = pl.pathID 
ANDD t 2 . v a l ue = 'XML * 
ANDD t2.pathID = p2.pathID 
ANDD e3.pathID = p3.pathID 
ANDD el .pos.contain( t2.pos) 
ANDD el.docID = t2.docID 
ANDD el .pos.contain(t3.pos) 
ANDD el.docID = e3.docID 
ORDERR BY e3.docID, e3.pos 

Figuree 3.8: SQL version of Q2 in [SYU99] 

1B,2B).. Monet XML shows an increase of processing time by less than 12 ms whereas 
SS YU is up to 1150 ms slower than its fastest response time. 

Ann analysis of the figures exhibits the advantages of the Monet model. While S YU 
storee basically all data on a single heap and have to scan these data repeatedly, the 
Monett transform yields substantially smaller data volumes. In some extreme cases, the 
queryy result is directly available in Monet XML without any processing and only needs 
too be traversed and output. Another noticeable difference concerns the complexity of 
queries:: the straightforward semantics of the Monet XML model result in relatively 
simplee queries; conversely, the compiled SQL statements that SYU present are quite 
complex.. Figure 3.8 illustrates this for Q2. 

Thee comparison with Lore [MAG+97b] exhibited essentially the same trends on 
smalll  document instances. However, we were not able to bulkload and query larger 
documentss like the ACM Anthology as Lore requested more than the available 1 GB 
mainn memory. In contrast, using Monet XML we engineered a system functionally 
equivalentt to the Web-accessible DBLP server [Ley99] that operated in less than 130 
MBB of main memory. 

Browsingg a Database 

Ourr final experiments aim at assessing the systems' capabilities with respect to brows-
ing.. As an example consider a typical query as it is run on the ACM Anthology server 
severall  thousand times a day: 'Retrieve all conference publications for a given author.' 
Clearly,, the size of the output may vary drastically and it is of particular interest for a 
browsingg session that response times are kept low independent of the size of the answer. 

Figuree 3.9 shows both the total response time including textual rendering and re-
sponsee time of the repository. As expected, the time for rendering the output increases 
significantlyy yet is linear in the result size. However, the response time of the repository 
increasess at a significantly lower rate. This is due to the reconstruction of the associ-
ationss in the form of joins rather than chasing individual chains of pointers. Even for 
authorss with a large number of publications the overall response time is well under 
onee tenth of a second, which makes interactive browsing affordable. Also note that the 
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lowerr line in Figure 3.9 could also be interpreted as the cost of constructing a view 
whilee the upper line additionally includes rendering the view to textual XML. 

Thee results presented demonstrate the performance potential of our approach which 
deployss full vertical fragmentation. The overall low response times show that reducing 
thee data volume involved in isolated database operations at the expense of additional 
joinss pays off very well in our scenario - not only in terms of overall performance but 
alsoo when scaling is an issue. 

3.66 Conclusion 

Inn this section we first briefly summarise the impact that the choice of data model has on 
thee overall architecture of a software system. In Monet XML, we assumed that object 
identifierss are only used to identify the object and do not carry additional semantics. 
Thee main reason for this was that we did not want to interfere with Monet's transaction 
system.. We could, however, have chosen to encode the rank of a node into its OID, 
whichh would have forced us to lock large parts of a database if we want to update a 
document.. Similar reasoning holds for other semantics like type information. 

Wee have already seen that the data volume produced by different mappings during 
queryy execution can greatly impact performance. Furthermore the complexity of the 
mappingg can have repercussions on the engineering complexity of the query processor 
andd optimiser. A related point is that not every mapping can be bulkloaded on-line; for 
somee strategies off-line preprocessing of, for example, a DTD is necessary. 

Soo we presented a data model for efficient processing of XML documents. Our 
experiencess show that it is worth taking the plunge and fully decompose XML doc
umentss into binary associations. The experimental results obtained with a prototype 
implementationn based on Monet underline the viability of our approach: the effort to 
reducee data volume quickly pays off as gains in efficiency. Overall, our approach com
biness the elegance of clear semantics with a highly efficient execution model by means 
off a simple and effective mapping between XML documents and a relational schema. 
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Figuree 3.9: Response time vs. result size 
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3.77 Bibliographical Remarks 
Theree exist a number of different approaches to viewing structured documents. A rela-
tivelyy early model, Groves, although never really formalised to the best of our knowl-
edge,, bears strong similarities to the association model that Monet XML deploys. Al-
thoughh the etymology is unknown, is a posteriori interpreted as 'Graph Representation 
off  Property Values.' Informally, see [CovOl] for an overview of groves for practition-
ers.. The site also contains interesting information on the history of marking up data 
structuress in documents. According to [F. 00] groves were introduced (1) to guarantee 
implementationn independence of higher order concepts, (2) to provide a formal data 
modell  for SGML/XML, (3) to facilitate standard addressing and a simple query lan-
guage,, and, (4) to ensure scalability of application by abstracting from the syntax tree 
vieww of documents. Groves play an important role in defining views of documents 
andd specifying semantics [Pre99]. For direct use in databases however they seem too 
generall  in their definition and too specific in their application. 

Byy now, a plethora of literature is available now on architecture for processing 
semi-structuredd data and XML documents. [AQM+97] present the database system 
Loree which aims at semi-structured data in general and XML in particular; a theoretical 
basiss for querying general graph structures is presented in [BDHS96], The first work 
thee author is aware of on processing XML data in relational systems is [FK99] who 
presentt an analysis of many different mapping strategies. [DFS99] present a method 
forr extracting the regular parts of documents and storing them in tables; irregularities 
aree stored in what they call overflow tables. The XML extensions of Lore are described 
inn [GW97]. Unlike Lore, [KMOOb, STH+99] and the aforementioned [SYU99] all 
makee use of either relational or object-relational technology to store documents. The 
semanticc homogeneity of Monet can also be characterised by the notion of competing 
non-terminalsnon-terminals [MurOO], which it is designed to avoid. 

Partss of this chapter were published in [SKWWOOa] and later in [SKWWOOb], of 
whichh it is an extended version. 


